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STRONGLY SUPERMEDIAN KERNELS AND REVUZ MEASURES1

By Lucian Beznea and Nicu Boboc

Institute of Mathematics of the Romanian Academy and
University of Bucharest

In the frame of Borel right Markov processes, we investigate, following
an analytical point of view, the Revuz correspondence between classes
of potential kernels and their associated measures, improving upon the
results of Revuz, Azéma, Getoor and Sharpe, Fitzsimmons, Fitzsimmons
and Getoor and Dellacherie, Maisonneuve and Meyer. In the probabilistic
approach of the problem, the kernels that occur are the potential opera-
tors of different types of homogeneous random measures. We completely
characterize the hypothesis �B� of Hunt in terms of Revuz measures.

Introduction. The aim of this paper is to investigate, following an
analytical point of view, the well-known Revuz correspondence between differ-
ent classes of “potential kernels” and their associated measures. In the prob-
abilistic approach of this problem (developed by Revuz, Azéma, Getoor and
Sharpe, Fitzsimmons, Fitzsimmons and Getoor and Dellacherie, Maisonneuve
and Meyer), these kernels are precisely the potential operators associated
with the corresponding classes of homogeneous random measures. Our new
approach allows us to dig deeper and improve upon the results obtained up to
now in this direction.

Let � = �Uα�α>0 be the resolvent of a transient Borel right process with
state space X and let ξ be a �-excessive measure. With every strongly super-
median kernel V on X we associate the so-called Revuz measure νξV by

ν
ξ
V�f� = L�ξ�Vf� �= sup

{
ν�Vf�/ν ◦U ≤ ξ

}


In the classical case, if g�x�y� is “the Green function” with respect to a
reference measure ξ [i.e., Uf�x� = ∫

g�x�y�f�y�dξ�y�], then for each pos-
itive measure µ on X such that Gµ is the excessive kernel on X given by
Gµf�x� =

∫
g�x�y�f�y�dµ�y�, the Revuz measure of Gµ is µ. Moreover, the

equality νt·ξGµ
�f� = ν

ξ
Gµ
�tf� (which holds for every co-excessive function t), writ-

ten in the form

L�t · ξ�Vf� = L
(
ξ�V�tf�)�

where V = Gµ, gives the Revuz formula.
In our general frame, the proper kernel V will be strongly supermedian

(hence not necessarily excessive) and the measure ξ will be �-excessive
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(no more a reference measure). In the papers dealing with this subject, the
following two problems are considered:

1. Characterize those measures on X which can be the Revuz measures asso-
ciated with different classes of kernels.

2. When does the Revuz measure completely determine its generating kernel?

Concerning the first problem, we give results not only for measures charging
no ξ-semipolar set but also for measures charging no ξ-polar set (see Sections 3
and 4) or even charging no set which is both ξ-polar and ρ-negligible (where
ρ ◦U is the potential component of ξ). This is the reason that the wider class
(than that of excessive kernels) of strongly supermedian kernels should be
taken into account.

It turns out that the second problem is intimately related to the Motoo–
Mokobodzki property for kernels (Section 2) and the hypothesis �B� of Hunt
for the balayage operation (Section 5).

In Section 2 we present results about the regular strongly supermedian
kernels, completing the work of Mokobodzki [29] and [30] and Feyel [19]. This
class of kernels V corresponds to the potential operators of the random mea-
sures k which are homogeneous on �0�∞� (cf. [17], [20] and [32]),

Vf�x� = Ex

( ∫
�0�∞�

f ◦ Xtk�dt�
)


Following the terminology of Azéma [2], V is the potential kernel of a
d-additive functional �At�t≥0,

Vf�x� = Ex

( ∫
�0�∞�

f ◦ Xt dAt

)


We remark that each regular strongly supermedian kernel V enjoys the
Motoo–Mokobodzki property [i.e., or every strongly supermedian function s
such that s ≺ Vf, with Vf bounded, is of the form s = V�gf�, where
0 ≤ g ≤ 1] and V is uniquely determined by V1 if it is bounded; we have
denoted by ≺ the specific order in the cone of strongly supermedian functions.

In Section 3 we show that the Revuz measures of regular strongly super-
median kernels are exactly the measures charging no set that is both ξ-polar
and ρ-negligible and, moreover, these measures completely determine their
generating kernels. This result extends a similar one of Azéma [2]. Note that
Fitzsimmons [20] proved an analogous assertion, in terms of Palm measures.

In Sections 2 and 3 we also consider the semiregular excessive kernels, which
are the excessive kernels V on X of the form Vf = Ŵf, where W is a regular
strongly supermedian kernel and ŝ denotes the �-excessive regularization of
the strongly supermedian function s. These kernelsV correspond to the poten-
tial operators associated with the random measures k which are homogeneous
on �0�∞� in the following way:

Vf�x� = Ex

(∫
�0�∞�

f ◦ Xtk�dt�
)
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(see [17]). The Revuz measures of the semiregular excessive kernels are char-
acterized by the property of charging no ξ-polar set. In addition, as in the
previous case, the problem (2) has an affirmative answer. This is the analytic
version of a probabilistic result from [17].

In Section 4 we study the class of natural excessive kernels, which are the
proper excessive kernels V such that BGVf = Vf for each Ray open set G
and positive measurable function f, vanishing outside G. If � is the resol-
vent of a special standard process on X (cf. [24] and [32]), then the natural
excessive kernels correspond to the potential operators of the natural addi-
tive functionals (in the terminology of [12]); see also [17], [24] and [26]. The
natural excessive kernels have been considered in [2], [11] and [22]. We char-
acterize the case when each measure charging no ξ-polar set is the Revuz
measure of a natural excessive kernel. For this class of kernels the answer to
the problem (2) is negative. We show that we have a positive answer for the
problem (2) if and only if the Motoo–Mokobodzki property (with respect to ξ)
holds for each natural excessive kernel (see Theorem 4.3).

In Section 5 we study the hypothesis �B� of Hunt (i.e., BGBKs = BKs for
each �-excessive function s and Ray open set G with G ⊃K). We prove that
the hypothesis �B� of Hunt is equivalent to the fact that every semiregular
excessive kernel onX is natural. Consequently, we show that if the hypothesis
�B� of Hunt holds with respect to ξ, then each semiregular excessive kernel
V enjoys the following Motoo–Mokobodzki property: if s is a regular strongly
supermedian function such that ŝ ≺ Vf, with Vf bounded, then ŝ = V�gf�
ξ-q.e., where 0 ≤ g ≤ 1. This improves a result of Azéma [2], obtained under
restrictive assumptions [Hunt process satisfying the hypothesis �B� of Hunt].
Notice also that for each excessive measure ξ there exists a semipolar subset
M ofX such that every semiregular excessive kernel onX\M is equal ξ-quasi
everywhere with a natural excessive kernel.

The results from this paper have been partially announced in [9].

1. Preliminaries. Throughout the paper, � = �Uα�α>0 will be a proper
sub-Markovian resolvent of kernels on a Lusin measurable space �X��� such
that the set �� of all �-measurable �-excessive functions on X which are �-
almost everywhere (�-a.e.) finite is min-stable, contains the positive constant
functions and generates the σ-algebra � (see, e.g., [18]). The fine topology is
the topology onX generated by �� . We suppose that the setX is semisaturated
with respect to�; that is, every�-excessive measure dominated by a potential
is also a potential (see [5]). This property is equivalent to the existence of a
(Borel) right process on X, having � as associated resolvent. We denote by
Exc the set of all �-excessive measures on X.

If A ⊂ X and s is a �-excessive function on X (i.e., s is universally mea-
surable and αUαs↗ s when α↗∞), then the réduite of s on A is the function
RAs on X defined by

RAs �= inf�t/t �-excessive, s ≤ t on A�
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If, moreover,A ∈ �, thenRAs is universally measurable (cf. [4]) and we denote
by BAs its �-excessive regularization.

Let θ be a finite measure on X. We say that a set M ∈ � is θ-polar if
θ�BM1� = 0. An arbitrary subset of X is called θ-polar if it is a subset of a �-
measurable θ-polar set. A property is said to hold θ-quasi everywhere (θ-q.e.)
if the set where it does not hold is θ-polar and θ-negligible.

We say that a positive numerical function f on X is nearly analytic (resp.
nearly Borel) if for each finite measure λ onX there exist two positive analytic
(resp. �-measurable) numerical functions g�h on X such that g ≤ f ≤ h and
the set �g < h� is λ-polar and λ-negligible. It is known that every �-excessive
function on X is nearly Borel.

Recall that a set M ∈ � is thin at a point x ∈X if there exists s ∈ �� such
that BMs�x� < s�x�. An arbitrary subset ofX is called thin at x if it is a subset
of a �-measurable set which is thin at x. A subset ofX is said to be totally thin
if it is thin at each point of X. A semipolar set is a countable union of totally
thin sets. A set A ∈ � is termed θ-semipolar if it is of the form A = A0 ∪A1,
where A0�A1 ∈ � with A0 θ-polar and A1 semipolar. A subset of X is called
θ-semipolar if it is a subset of a �-measurable θ-semipolar set. Recall that if
A is a nearly analytic θ-semipolar set, then there exists a finite measure µ
on X, carried by A, such that µ ≤ε�

θ and such that for every �-measurable
subset M of A we have µ�M� = 0 if and only if M is θ-polar and θ-negligible.
Such a measure µ will be called a Dellacherie measure associated with θ and
A (see [10]).

For each nearly analytic subset A of X and every �-excessive function s
on X, the réduite RAs of s on A is nearly analytic (see [8]) and we have

µ�RAs� = inf�µ�t�/t �-excessive� s ≤ t on A�

for each finite measure µ on X with µ�s� <∞. On the other hand, for such a
measure µ one has µ�RAs� = sup�ν�s1A�/ν ≤ε�

µ�
If µ is a finite measure on X, then the functional on �� given by s �−→

µ�RAs� is additive, increasing and σ-continuous in order from below and
therefore, since X is semisaturated, there exists a measure on X denoted

by RA
µ such that µ�RAs� = RA

µ �s� for all s ∈ ��  If we denote by A
f
the fine

closure of A, then A
f
is also nearly analytic and for every finite measure µ

on X the measure RA
µ is carried by A

f
and we have RAs = RA

f

s�RA
µ = RA

f

µ 

We denote by RA the kernel on X such that RAf�x� = RA
εx
�f� for each

bounded �-measurable function f on X. Note that generally the function
RAf is not �-measurable even if A is �-measurable but it is nearly analytic.

If A is a nearly analytic set and s is a �-excessive function, then the
�-excessive regularization BAs of RAs, called the balayage of s on A, is the
infimum in the set of all �-excessive functions of the subset �t/t�-excessive,
s ≤ t onA�. We also have BAs = RAs on X\A and the set �BAs < RAs�
is semipolar. As before, for every finite measure µ on X there exists a mea-
sure on X, denoted by BA

µ , such that µ�BAs� = BA
µ �s� for each s ∈ �� . We
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denote by BA the kernel on X such that BAf�x� = BA
εx
�f� for every bounded

�-measurable function f on X. The function BAf is nearly Borel.
Recall now some considerations concerning the Ray topology on X. Since

the initial kernel U of the resolvent � = �Uα�α>0 is proper, there exists a
bounded sub-Markovian resolvent � = �Vα�α>0 on X such that �� = �� .
A Ray cone will be a subcone � of the bounded �-excessive functions which
is min-stable, separable in the uniform norm, generates the σ-algebra � and,
moreover, 1 ∈��V���−��+� ⊂��Vα��� ⊂�� α > 0. A Ray topology is the
topology on X generated by a Ray cone. We consider the Ray compactification
Y of X with respect to � (see, e.g., [18]). Since �X��� is a Lusin measur-
able space, it follows that X is a Borel subset of Y and ��Y��X = �, where
��Y� denotes the σ-algebra of all Borel subsets of Y. We denote by � �Y�
[resp. � �X��� ∗�X�] the set of all positive numerical Borel-measurable (resp.
�-measurable, universally measurable) functions on Y (resp. on X).

In the remainder of the paper θ will be a finite measure on X. Also, we
need sometimes to fix a bounded (Ray continuous) �-excessive function p0 of
the form p0 = Uf0, where f0 is �-measurable and 0 < f0 ≤ 1.

Recall that a positive numerical function s on X is called strongly superme-
dian (with respect to ��) if for each two finite measures µ� ν on X we have

µ ≤ε�
ν⇒

∫ ∗
sdµ ≤

∫ ∗
sdν

It is known that (cf. [10] and [19]) if s is a strongly supermedian function which
is nearly analytic, then it is nearly Borel. Also, if f is a numerical function on
X which is nearly Borel, then it will be strongly supermedian if and only if
RKf ≤ f for every Ray compact subset K of X.

If f is a positive numerical function on X, then the réduite of f will be the
function Rf defined by

Rf = inf�s/s ≥ f� s strongly supermedian�
It is known that (see [18]) if f is analytic, thenRf is also analytic and λ�Rf� =
sup�µ�f�/µ ≤ε�

λ� for each finite measure λ on X. By Proposition 1.2 in [8]
it follows that for every nearly analytic set A and �-excessive function s
on X we have RAs = R�s1A�. If, moreover, A is finely closed, then RAs =
R�s1A� for each strongly supermedian function s (cf. [10]). Since for each �-
excessive function s and nearly analytic set A we have RAs = R

�Af
s and

R�s1A� = R�s1�Af�� we may consider this last formula as an extension of the
preceding one. We note also that if s is a strongly supermedian function on
X and K is a Ray compact subset of X such that s�K is bounded and Ray
upper semicontinuous, then (see, e.g., [13]) R�s1K� = RKs and there exists a
decreasing sequence �sn� in � with RKs = infn sn.

We denote by � the convex cone of all strongly supermedian nearly Borel
finite functions on X. Obviously, for each sequence �sn� in � we have
infn sn ∈ � . If, in addition, the sequence is increasing, then supn sn ∈ � ,
provided it is finite.
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The following result is a version of Theorem 3.3 in [10].

Theorem 1.1. The convex cone � is a cone of potentials on X. In particu-
lar, for each sequence in � there exists its infimum with respect to the specific
order.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that, for each s� t ∈ � , t ≤ s, we have
R�s−t� ∈ � andR�s−t� ≺ s (≺ denotes the specific order in � ). Since for each
positive analytic function f on X the function Rf is a strongly supermedian
analytic function, it follows that R�s−t� belongs to � . If µ is a finite measure
on X, then µ�R�s− t�� = sup�ν�s− t�/ν ≤ε�

µ� (see [18]). For s ∈ � we denote
by s̃ the θ-supermedian functional defined by s̃�ν� = ν�s�, where θ is a positive
finite measure on X (see [10]). It is known that the set of all θ-supermedian
functionals is a cone of potentials and from the previous considerations we
get R�s̃ − t̃ � = ˜R�s− t� Hence for µ ≤ε�

θ we have µ�s − R�s − t�� = �s̃ −˜R�s− t���µ� = �s̃ − R�s̃ − t̃���µ� ≤ �s̃ − R�s̃ − t̃���θ� = �s̃ − ˜R�s− t���θ� and
therefore the function s−R�s− t� belongs to � . ✷

2. Strongly supermedian kernels.

Definition. A kernel V � � �Y� −→ � ∗�X� is called strongly supermedian
(resp. excessive) if for every f ∈ � �Y� the function Vf on X is nearly Borel
strongly supermedian (resp. excessive).

A strongly supermedian kernel V on X is called regular if it is proper and
for every f ∈ � �X� and each strongly supermedian function s on X we have
Vf ≤ s whenever Vf ≤ s on �f > 0�. An excessive kernel V on X is called
semiregular if there exists a regular strongly supermedian kernel W on X

such that Vf = Ŵf for all f ∈ � �X�. (For a strongly supermedian function
s we have, as usual, denoted by ŝ its �-excessive regularization.) In this case
we write V = Ŵ.

Remarks. (i) The notion of a semiregular excessive kernel is suggested by
the paper [2].

(ii) Let V be a proper strongly supermedian kernel on X. Then V will be
regular if and only if for all f ∈ � �X� and each �-excessive function s on X
we have Vf ≤ s whenever Vf ≤ s on �f > 0�.

(iii) If V is a regular strongly supermedian kernel, then, for every u ∈
��� u > 0, there exists f ∈ � �X��0 < f ≤ 1, with Vf ≤ u.

(iv) If V is a strongly supermedian kernel and f is a positive universally
measurable function on Y, then Vf is a nearly Borel strongly supermedian
function on X.

(v) If V is a regular strongly supermedian kernel and g is a finite positive
universally measurable function on X, then the kernel g ·V on X, defined by
g ·V�f� �= V�gf�� f ∈ � �X�� is also a regular strongly supermedian kernel.
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(vi) If �Vn� is a sequence of regular strongly supermedian (resp. excessive)
kernels, then

∑
n Vn is also a regular strongly supermedian (resp. excessive)

kernel, provided it is proper.
(vii) If V is a bounded strongly supermedian kernel on X, then it is regular

if and only if there exists a sub-Markovian resolvent � having V as its ini-
tial kernel and such that every strongly supermedian function (or only every
�-excessive function) is � -supermedian. Consequently, each regular strongly
supermedian kernel V possesses the following Motoo–Mokobodzki property:
for each s ∈ � and f ∈ � such that Vf is bounded and s ≺ Vf there exists
g ∈ � , 0 ≤ g ≤ 1, with s = V�gf� (cf. [18] and [28]).

Lemma 2.1. If s ∈ � is bounded, then there exists a strongly supermedian
kernel V on Y such that V1 = s and

V�1F� = � �s�RG∩Xs/G open, G ⊃ F�
for each Ray closed subset F of Y.

Proof. If F is a closed subset of Y, then we put sF �= � �s�RG∩Xs/G
open, G ⊃ F� Since for every A ∈ � we have s�RAs = � �t ∈ � /t ≺ s�
RAt = t� it follows that if A1�A2 ∈ � and A1 ⊂ A2, then s�RA1s ≺
s�RA2s. Therefore, ifF1�F2 are two closed subsets ofY, then we get sF1∪F2

=
� �s�RG∩Xs/G open, G ⊃ F1 ∪ F2� ≺ � �s�R�G1∪G2�∩Xs/G1�G2 open,
Gi ⊃ Fi� i = 1�2� ≺ � �s�RG1∩Xs + s�RG2∩Xs/G1�G2 open, Gi ⊃ Fi� i =
1�2� = sF1

+sF2
. On the other hand, if, moreover,F1∩F2 =  , then there exist

two open sets G1�G2 in Y such that �G1∩ �G2 =  and G1 ⊃ F1� G2 ⊃ F2. Con-
sequently, we obtain sFi

≺ s�RGi∩Xs ≺ s�R
�Gi∩Xs� i = 1�2. If u �= sF1

� sF2
,

thenR
�Gi∩Xu = u� i = 1�2, and, u being bounded, we deduce that u = 0. Hence

sF1
+ sF2

= sF1
� sF2

≺ sF1∪F2
� sF1∪F2

= sF1
+ sF2

. From the preceding consid-
erations it follows that for every x ∈ X the map F �−→ sF�x�, defined on the
set of all closed subsets of Y, is additive on pairwise disjoint sets and right
continuous. It is easy to see that this map is strongly subadditive. There-
fore, by standard arguments from capacity theory, we deduce that the map

A
θx�−→ sup�sF�x�/F ⊂ A�F compact� is a measure on Y. If for all x ∈ X and

f ∈ � �Y� we set Vf�x� �= ∫
fdθx, we conclude that V defines a strongly

supermedian kernel on Y such that V1 = s and V�1F� = sF. ✷

Theorem 2.2. Let V, W be two regular strongly supermedian kernels such
that Vf ≺Wf for all f ∈ � �X� [or only for one function g0 ∈ � �X�, 0 < g0 ≤
1 for which Wg0 is bounded]. Then there exists g ∈ � ∗�X�, 0 ≤ g ≤ 1, such
that V = g ·W.

Proof. Let g0 ∈ � �X�, 0 < g0 ≤ 1, such that Wg0 is bounded and
Vg0 ≺Wg0. The functionVg0 being excessive with respect to the kernel g0·W,
by the Motoo–Mokobodzki property we deduce that there exists g ∈ � ∗�X�,
0 ≤ g ≤ 1, with Vg0 = W�g0g�. Since g0 ·V and g0g ·W are two bounded
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regular supermedian kernels such that g0 ·V1 = g0g ·W1, we conclude that
g0 ·V = g0g ·W and, finally, V = g ·W. ✷

Theorem 2.3. Let V be a strongly supermedian kernel on X such that
V1 ∈ � . Then V is regular if and only if for every Ray closed �or only Ray
compact� subset F of X we have V�1F� = V1�RFV1.

Proof. Assume that V is regular. Then for every Ray closed subset F of
X we have RFV�1F� = V�1F� and therefore V�1F� ≺ V1, V�1F� ≺ RFV1
and, consequently, V�1F� ≺ V1�RFV1. If we set u �= V1�RFV1 ∈ �
and K is a Ray compact subset of X\F, then RK�u�V�1K�� = u�V�1K�,
RF�u�V�1K�� = u�V�1K�. Therefore, from K ∩ F =  , we get u�V
�1K� = 0. We conclude that u�V�1X\F� = 0, u ≺ V�1K�. Conversely, sup-
pose that for every Ray compact subset F of X we have V�1F� = V1�RFV1
and let f ∈ � �X� bounded, s ∈ �� such that Vf ≤ s on �f > 0�. Since
Vf = sup�V�f1K�/K ⊂ �f > 0�, K Ray compact� and RKV�1K� = V�1K�, it
follows that RKV�f1K� = V�f1K� and, finally, s ≥ V�f1K�, K ⊂ �f > 0�, K
Ray compact, s ≥ Vf. ✷

Theorem 2.4. Let s ∈ � be Ray upper semicontinuous such that there
exists a Ray compact subset K of X with RKs = s. Then there exists a regular
strongly supermedian kernel V on X such that V1 = V�1K� = s.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1 there exists a strongly supermedian kernel V on Y
such that V1 = s and V�1F� = � �s�RG∩Xs/G open, G ⊃ F� for each closed
subset F of Y. It will be sufficient to show that V�1F� = s�RFs for every
Ray compact subset F of X. Indeed, in this case V�1K� = s and therefore V
is a kernel on X and by Theorem 2.3 it follows that V is regular. Obviously,
for every Ray compact subset F of X and each open subset G of Y, G ⊃ F, we
get s�RF∩Ks ≺ s�RFs ≺ RG∩Xs. Let now G′ be an open subset of Y with
G′ ⊃ F∩K. Since the setF\G′ is Ray compact and �F\G′�∩K =  , there exists
an open set G1 in Y, G1 ⊃ F\G′, with �G1 ∩K =  . We have s�R�G

′∪G1�∩Xs "
s�RG′∩Xs+ s�RG1∩Xs. If we set u �= s�R

�G1∩Xs, then we obtain RKu = u,
R
�G1∩Xu = u and, consequently, u = 0. Hence s�R�G

′∪G1�∩Xs ≺ s�RG′∩Xs,
� �s�RG′∩Xs/G′ open, G′ ⊃ F� ≺ s�RG∩Xs, for every open set G, G ⊃
F∩K. Since s is Ray upper semicontinuous there exists a decreasing sequence
�G′n� of open sets inY,G′n ⊃ F∩K, such that infn RG′n∩Xs = RF∩Ks. We deduce
that � n�s�RG′n∩Xs� ≺ s�RF∩Ks and, finally, � �s�RG∩Xs/G open, G ⊃ F�
≺s�RF∩Ks. ✷

Definition. An element s ∈ � is called regular if for each increasing
sequence �sn� in � with supn sn = s we have infn R�s− sn� = 0.

It is easy to see that the set �r of all regular elements from � is a convex
cone solid in � with respect to the specific order and such that

∑
n sn ∈ �r

for every sequence �sn� in �r with
∑

n sn ∈ � . Also each function from �r is
the sum of a sequence of bounded elements of �r.
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Theorem 2.5. If s ∈ � , then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) s is regular.
(ii) There exists a regular strongly supermedian kernel V on X such that

V1 = s.

Proof. �i� ⇒ �ii�. Since there exists a sequence �sn� of bounded func-
tions from � such that s = ∑

n sn, we may suppose that s is bounded. By
Lemma 2.1 there exists a strongly supermedian kernel on Y with V1 = s
and V�1F� = � �s�RG∩Xs/G open, G ⊃ F� for each closed subset F of Y.
We show that V is a kernel on X. Indeed, let K be a compact subset of
Y\X and let �Fn� be a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of Y such that⋂

n Fn = K and Fn+1 ⊂
◦
Fn. We have V�1K� = � n�s�RFn∩Xs� and therefore

V�1K� = RFn∩XV�1K� for all n. It follows thatV�1K� is �-excessive. The func-
tion s being regular, we deduce that V�1K� is also regular and, consequently,
by [10] we get V�1K� = 0.

We prove now that V is a regular strongly supermedian kernel on X. Let
θ be a finite measure on X and let � be the set of all t ∈ � , t ≺ s, for which
there exists a regular strongly supermedian kernel Vt on X with Vt1 = t.
Since � is specifically increasing (cf. Theorem 2.2), there exists t0 ∈ � such
that for all u ∈ � , u " s − t0, we have θ�u� = 0. We show that θ�s − t0� = 0.
Indeed, if s0 �= s − t0 and ŝ0 is its �-excessive regularization, then the set
�s0 #= ŝ0� is θ-semipolar. Let µθ be a Dellacherie measure on �s0 #= ŝ0� such
that µθ ≤��

θ. If K is a Ray compact subset of �s0 #= ŝ0� with µθ�K� = 0,
then K is θ-polar and θ-negligible. Suppose that �s0 #= ŝ0� is not θ-polar and
θ-negligible. Then there exists a Ray compact subset K of �s0 #= ŝ0� such that
K is not θ-polar and θ-negligible and s0�K is finite and Ray continuous. From
s0 ≺ s0 �RKs0 + s0 �RX\Ks0 and since s0 �RKs0 ∈ � (cf. Theorem 2.4), we
deduce that θ�s0 �RKs0� = 0 and thus s0 = RX\Ks0 θ-q.e. This implies that
s0 = ŝ0θ-q.e. on K, which is a contradiction. By s0 � ŝ0 ∈ � , s0 � ŝ0 = s0 = ŝ0
θ-q.e., we conclude that θ�s0� = 0. From the previous considerations we obtain
s = t0 θ-q.e. If f ∈ � �X� and s′ ∈ � is such that Vf ≤ s′ on �f > 0�, then
Vt0

f ≤ s′ on �f > 0� and therefore Vt0
f ≤ s′ on X, Vf ≤ s′ θ-q.e. The measure

θ being arbitrary, we conclude that Vf ≤ s′ on X.
�ii� ⇒ �i�. Let V be a regular strongly supermedian kernel on X such that

V1 = s and let �sn� be an increasing sequence in � such that supn sn = s.
For each ε > 0 let us put An�ε �= �s ≤ sn + ε�. Since An�ε ↗ X we get
V�1An�ε

� ↗ V1 = s. From V�1An�ε
� ≤ sn + ε for all n, we deduce that s− sn ≤

V�1X\An�ε
� + ε and therefore infn R�s − sn� ≤ ε. Letting ε tend to 0, we get

infn R�s− sn� = 0. ✷

Corollary 2.6. If s ∈ � is Ray upper semicontinuous and such that there
exists a Ray compact set K with s = RKs, then s is regular.

3. Revuz measures associated with regular strongly supermedian
kernels. For the next two sections we fix a �-excessive measure ξ = ρ◦U+h
with h harmonic.
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Definition. Let V be a strongly supermedian kernel on X. The positive
measure on X defined by

ν
ξ
V�M� = L

(
ξ�V�1M�

) = sup
{
ν
(
V�1M�

)
/ν ◦U ≤ ξ

}
� M ∈ ��

is called the Revuz measure of V (with respect to ξ).

Remarks. (i) If V is a regular strongly supermedian kernel, then its
Revuz measure νξV is σ-finite. In particular, νξ

V̂
is also σ-finite.

(ii) If two strongly supermedian (resp. excessive) kernels coincide ξ-q.e.
and ρ -a.e. (resp. ξ-q.e.), then they have the same Revuz measure.

Proposition 3.1. Let V be a regular strongly supermedian kernel. Then:

(i) The Revuz measure ν
ξ
V charges no set that is both ξ-polar and

ρ-negligible.
(ii) The Revuz measure νξ

V̂
charges no ξ-polar set.

Proof. Obviously, we may assume that V1 ≤ 1. Let M ∈ � be a ξ-polar
set. From V�1M� ≤ RM1 it follows that V̂�1M� ≤ BM1 and therefore νξ

V̂
�M� =

L�ξ� V̂�1M�� ≤ L�ξ�BM1� = 0. If, in addition, M is ρ-negligible and µ is a
finite measure on X such that µ◦U ≤ ξ, then, by Theorem 4.1 in [7], we have
µ�M� = 0 and, consequently, µ�V�1M�� ≤ µ�RM1� = µ�BM1� ≤ L�ξ�BM1� =
0. We conclude that νξV�M� = sup�µ�V�1M��/µ finite, µ ◦U ≤ ξ� = 0. ✷

Theorem 3.2. Let V1�V2 be two regular strongly supermedian kernels.
Then the following assertions hold:

(i) If νξV1
= ν

ξ
V2

, then V1 = V2 ξ-q.e. and ρ-a.e.

(ii) If νξ
V̂1
= ν

ξ

V̂2
, then V̂1 = V̂2 ξ-q.e.

Proof. We may assume that the measures νξV1
� ν

ξ
V2

are finite. Since V �=
V1 + V2 is a regular strongly supermedian kernel on X, by Theorem 2.2
there exist g1� g2 ∈ � ∗�X�, g1� g2 ≤ 1, such that V1 = g1 · V, V2f =
g2 ·V.

(i) By hypothesis, we have L�ξ�V�fg1�� = L�ξ�V�fg2�� for all f ∈ � �X�.
We may assume, in addition, that inf �g1� g2� = 0. In this case we get 0 =
L�ξ�V�g21�g1>0��� = L�ξ�Vg1�, 0 = L�ξ�V�g11�g2>0��� = L�ξ�Vg2� and, con-
sequently, Vg1 = Vg2 = 0 ξ-q.e. and ρ-a.e., V1 = V2 ξ-q.e. and ρ-a.e.

(ii) As in the proof of the first assertion, we may assume that inf �g1� g2� = 0
and we deduce that L�ξ� V̂g1� = L�ξ� V̂g2�, V̂g1 = V̂g2 ξ-q.e. ✷

Corollary 3.3. LetV1�V2 be two regular strongly supermedian kernels on
X. Then the following assertions hold:

(i) If V1f ≤ V2f for all f ∈ � �X�, then there exists g ∈ � ∗�X�, g ≤ 1,
such that V1 = g ·V2.
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(ii) If V̂1f ≤ V̂2f ξ-q.e. for all f ∈ � �X�, then there exists g ∈ � ∗�X��
g ≤ 1, such that V̂1 = g · V̂2 ξ-q.e.

Proof. (i) By Theorem 2.2 it is sufficient to show that V1f ≺ V2f for all
f ∈ � �X� such that V2f is bounded. Let θ be a finite measure on X. By
hypothesis, there exists g ∈ � ∗�X�, 0 ≤ g ≤ 1, such that θ�V1f� = θ�V2�fg��
for all f ∈ � �X�. Theorem 3.2 implies that V1 = g ·V2 θ-q.e. If V2f is finite,
then we have V2f−V1f = V2�f�1−g�� θ-q.e. and therefore V2f−V1f ∈ �θ.
The measure θ being arbitrary, we conclude that V1f ≺ V2f.

(ii) Since, by hypothesis, we have νξ
V̂1
≤ ν

ξ

V̂2
, there exists g ∈ � �X�, g ≤ 1,

such that L�ξ� V̂1f� = L�ξ� V̂2�fg�� for all f ∈ � �X�. Assertion (ii) follows
now by Theorem 3.2. ✷

Theorem 3.4. (i) A subset M ∈ � will be ξ-polar and ρ-negligible if and
only if νξV�M� = 0 for each regular strongly supermedian kernel V.

(ii) Every σ-finite measure charging no set that is both ξ-polar and
ρ-negligible is the Revuz measure of a regular strongly supermedian kernel
on X.

Proof. (i) By Proposition 3.1 we have νξV�M� = 0 for every M ∈ � which
is both ξ-polar and ρ-negligible. Conversely, let M ∈ � and let K be a Ray
compact subset of M. From Theorem 2.4 applied to s �= RKp0, it follows
that there exists a regular strongly supermedian kernel V on X such that
V1 = V�1K� = s. By hypothesis, 0 = ν

ξ
V�K� ≥ ρ�V�1K�� = ρ�s� and therefore

K is ρ-negligible. Since 0 = ν
ξ
V�K� = L�ξ�V�1K�� ≥ L�ξ� V̂�1K�� ≥ �ξ�BKp0�,

we conclude that K is also ξ-polar.
(ii) Let ν be a finite measure on X charging no set that is both ξ-polar and

ρ-negligible. By Corollary 2.4 in [11] ν may be written in the form ν = ν′ + ν′′,
where ν′ charges no ξ-semipolar set and ν′′ is carried by a ξ-semipolar set
A ∈ �. From Theorem 4.3(iii) in [11] there exists a regular excessive kernel
V′ with ν′ = ν

ξ
V′ . Let θ be a finite measure on X such that θ = f · �ξ + ρ�,

0 < f ≤ 1. Then a subset of X will be ξ-polar (resp. ξ-polar and ρ-negligible)
if and only if it is θ-polar (resp. θ-polar and θ-negligible). Further, let µ be
a Dellacherie measure associated with θ and the ξ-semipolar set A; that is,
a subset of A will be ξ-polar and ρ-negligible if and only if it is µ-negligible.
Assertion (i) and Lemma 2.5 in [11], applied on the measurable space �A���A�
for the set 	 = �νξV/V regular strongly supermedian kernel, νξV finite� and for
the measure µ, imply that there exists a sequence �Wn� of regular strongly
supermedian kernels such that µ = ∑

n ν
ξ
Wn

. Since the kernel W �= ∑
nWn

is strongly supermedian and W1 is finite ξ-q.e. and ρ-a.e., it follows that
V �= 1�W1<∞� ·W is a (proper) regular strongly supermedian kernel andV =W

ξ-q.e. and ρ-a.e. Therefore µ = ν
ξ
V. Since ν′′ $ µ we conclude that ν′′ = ν

ξ
V′′

with V′′ �= g ·V, g being a �-measurable positive real function on X. ✷
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Remark. Theorem 3.4 gives an analytic solution to a problem solved by
Azéma (see [2]), in the particular case ξ = ρ ◦ U, by probabilistic methods.
Note that the d-functionals of Azéma correspond to the regular strongly super-
median kernels (see [20], page 490, and [32]). Another probabilistic approach
to this problem, covering the general case ξ = ρ ◦U + h, has been given by
Fitzsimmons in [20], where the d-functionals are replaced by the homogeneous
random measures.

Theorem 3.5. The following assertions hold:

(i) A subset M ∈ � will be ξ-polar if and only if νξW�M� = 0 for each
semiregular excessive kernel W on X.

(ii) Every σ-finite measure charging no ξ-polar set is the Revuz measure of
a semiregular excessive kernel on X.

Proof. (i) If M ∈ � is ξ-polar and W is a semiregular excessive kernel
on X, then by Proposition 3.1 we have ν

ξ
W�M� = 0. Conversely, suppose that

M ∈ � is such that νξW�M� = 0 for each semiregular excessive kernel W on
X. Let K be a Ray compact subset of M and let s �= RKp0. Since s is a
regular strongly supermedian function and RKs = s, by Theorem 2.5, there
exists a regular strongly supermedian kernel V on X with V1 = V�1K� = s.
From V̂1 = V̂�1K� = BKp0, ν

ξ

V̂
�K� = 0 we get L�ξ�BKp0� = ν

ξ

V̂
�K� = 0 and,

consequently, K is ξ-polar.
(ii) Let ν be a finite measure on X charging no ξ-polar set. By Corollary 2.4

in [11] ν may be written in the form ν = ν′+ν′′, where ν′ charges no ξ-semipolar
set and ν′′ is carried by a ξ-semipolar set A ∈ �. From Theorem 4.3(iii)
in [11] there exists a regular excessive kernel V′ with ν′ = ν

ξ
V′ . We consider a

Dellacherie measure µ associated with f · ξ and the ξ-semipolar set A, where
f is a bounded strictly positive �-measurable function such that f · ξ is a
finite measure. Finally, by (i) and Lemma 2.5 in [11], arguing as in the proof
of assertion (ii) of Theorem 3.4, there exists a semiregular excessive kernel
V′′ such that ν′′ = ν

ξ
V′′ . ✷

Remark. A probabilistic version of Theorem 3.5 has been proved by
Dellacherie, Maisonneuve and Meyer [17].

The next result shows that assertion (ii) in Theorem 3.5 may be obtained
directly from Theorem 3.4.

Proposition 3.6. Let V be a regular strongly supermedian kernel. Then
the Revuz measure νξ

V̂
is of the form

ν
ξ

V̂
= f · νξV�

where f is a �-measurable function which is strictly positive ξ-q.e. In particu-
lar, if ν is a σ-finite measure on X charging no ξ-polar set and V is a regular
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strongly supermedian kernel with ν = ν
ξ
V, then there exists a strictly positive

�-measurable function f such that νξ
V̂
= f · ν, or, equivalently, ν is the Revuz

measure of the semiregular excessive kernel ̂f−1 ·V.

Proof. Suppose that there exists M ∈ � such that ν�M� > 0 and f = 0
on M. If we set M0 �= �x ∈M/V�1M��x� = 0�, then V�1M0

� ≡ 0 and therefore
V�1M� = V�1M\M0

� > 0 on M\M0, ν�M0� = 0. Hence we may suppose that
M possesses the property that V�1M� > 0 on M. Since f = 0 on M we get
ν
ξ

V̂
�M� = ν

ξ
V�1Mf� = 0 and, consequently, ξ� ̂V�1M�� = 0. On the other hand,

from V�1M� > 0 on M we conclude that ξ�R̂M1� = 0; that is, the set M is
ξ-polar. ✷

4. Natural excessive kernels and Revuz measures.

Definition. An excessive kernel V on X is called natural if for each Ray
open set G and f ∈ � �X� vanishing outside G we have BGVf = Vf.

Proposition 4.1. LetV be an excessive kernel onX such that s �= V1 ∈ ��

and there exists a sequence �sn� ⊂ �� , sn ≤ 1, for all n, with s = ∑
n sn. Then

V is natural if and only if

V�1F� = � �BGs/G Ray open� G ⊃ F�
for each Ray closed �or only Ray compact� subset F of X.

Proof. Suppose that V is natural. Let F be a Ray closed subset of X and
G a Ray open set, F ⊂ G. Since 1F = 0 on X\G we have BGV�1F� = V�1F�
and therefore, from V�1F� ≺ V1 = s, we get V�1F� ≺ BGs. Consequently,

V�1F� ≺ � �BGs/G Ray open, G ⊃ F�
On the other hand, if we put r �= � �BGs/G Ray open, G ⊃ F�, then r ≺ s.
From r = BGr for each Ray open set G, G ⊃ F, it follows that for every
Ray compact subset K of X\F we have V�1K�� r = 0. We deduce that
V�1X\F�� r = 0 and so r ≺ V�1F�. Conversely, suppose that V�1F� = �

�BGs/G Ray open, G ⊃ F� for each Ray compact set F. If f ∈ � �X� is
bounded and vanishes outside a Ray open set G, G ⊃ F, then we get

Vf = �

{
V�f1F�/F Ray compact, F ⊂ G

}


Since, by hypothesis, we have BGV�f1K� = V�f1K�, we conclude that Vf =
BGVf. ✷

Theorem 4.2. The following assertions are equivalent:

(i) If K is a Ray compact subset of X which is not ξ-polar, then there exists
a bounded �-excessive function s on X such that ξ�s� #= 0 and BGs = s for
every Ray open subset G of X with G ⊃K.
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(ii) Every σ-finite measure charging no ξ-polar set is the Revuz measure of
a proper natural excessive kernel.
(iii) A Borel subset of X will be ξ-polar if and only if it is negligible with
respect to each Revuz measure νξV of a proper natural excessive kernel V.

Proof. (i)⇒ (iii). Let M ∈ � and suppose that there exists a Ray compact
subsetK ofM which is not ξ-polar. If s is a bounded �-excessive function such
that ξ�s� #= 0 and BGs = s for each Ray open subset G of X with G ⊃K, then
by Lemma 2.1 there exists an excessive kernel Vs on Y such that Vs�1F� =
� �BG∩Xs/G open inY,G ⊃ F� for each closed subsetF ofY. SinceBG∩Xs = s
for every open subset G of Y with G ⊃K, we get Vs�1K� = s. Therefore Vs is
a bounded natural excessive kernel on X such that νξVs

�K� #= 0.
(iii) ⇒ (ii). Let µ be a finite measure on X charging no ξ-polar set. By

Lemma 2.5 in [11], reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3.5(ii), there exists
a sequence �Vn� of natural excessive kernels on X such that µ =∑

n ν
ξ
Vn

. Let
fn ∈ � �X�, 0 < fn ≤ 1, be such that Vnfn ≤ 1. It follows that the kernel
W �= ∑

n fn/2
n ·Vn is natural and µ $ ν

ξ
W. We conclude that µ = ν

ξ
V, where

V �= g ·W, for a suitable function g ∈ � �X�.
(ii) ⇒ (i). Let K be a Ray compact set which is not ξ-polar. If K is not

ξ-semipolar, then (see [8]) there exists a bounded regular excessive kernel W
on X such that W�1K� = W1 and ξ�W1� #= 0. Obviously, we have BGW1 ≥
BKW1 =W1 for each Ray open set G with G ⊃ K. If K is ξ-semipolar, then
there exists a Dellacherie measure θ on K such that for each Borel subset
M of K we have θ�M� = 0 if and only if M is ξ-polar. By hypothesis (ii)
there exists a proper natural excessive kernel Von X with θ = ν

ξ
V. If g0 ∈

� �X�, 0 < g0 ≤ 1, is such that Vg0 is bounded, then we have L�ξ�Vg0� =
L�ξ�V�g01K��, ξ�V�g01K�� = ξ�Vg0� #= 0. Since the kernel V is natural we
also have BGV�g01K� = V�g01K� for every Ray open set G with G ⊃K. ✷

Theorem 4.3. The following assertions are equivalent:

(i) Two bounded natural excessive kernels on X having the same σ-finite
Revuz measure �with respect to ξ� are equal ξ-q.e.

(ii) For each bounded natural excessive kernelV onX, having σ-finite Revuz
measure, and every �-excessive function s with s ≺ V1, there exists g ∈ � ,
g ≤ 1, such that s = Vg ξ-q.e. �i.e., V verifies the Motoo–Mokobodzki property
with respect to ξ�.

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). Let V be a bounded natural excessive kernel on X,
having σ-finite Revuz measure, and s ∈ �� , s ≺ V1. Since s is of potential
type on X (see [11]), there exists a unique natural excessive kernel Vs on X
withVs1 = s. By Proposition 4.1, fromVs1 ≺ V1 we deduce thatVsf ≺ Vf for
all bounded f ∈ � �X� and therefore νξVs

≤ ν
ξ
V. Hence there exists g ∈ � �X�,

g ≤ 1, such that νξVs
= ν

ξ
g·V. From (i) we get Vs = g ·V ξ-q.e. and therefore

s = Vs1 = Vg ξ-q.e.
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(ii)⇒ (i). LetV�W be two bounded natural excessive kernels onX such that
ν
ξ
V = ν

ξ
W and such that νξV is σ-finite. From V1 ≺ �V+W�1, W1 ≺ �V+W�1

it follows that there exists g1� g2 ∈ � �X�, g1� g2 ≤ 1, with V1 = �V+W�g1,
W1 = �V +W�g2 ξ-q.e. Consequently, we have V = g1 · �V +W�, W = g2 ·
�V+W� ξ-q.e. Finally, we deduce that νξg1·�V+W� = ν

ξ
g2·�V+W�, g1 = g2 ν

ξ
V+W-a.e,

�V+W�g1 = �V+W��g1 ∧ g2� = �V+W�g2 ξ-q.e., V1 =W1 ξ-q.e. ✷

Definition. An excessive kernel V on X is called ξ-natural if BGVf = Vf
ξ-q.e. for each Ray open set G and f ∈ � �X� vanishing outside G.

Proposition 4.4. Each ξ-natural excessive kernel V such that V1 is finite
ξ-a.e. is equal ξ-q.e. with a natural excessive kernel.

Proof. Let V be a ξ-natural excessive kernel such that V1 < ∞ ξ-a.e.
Let 
 be a countable base for the Ray topology on X. For each G ∈ 
 let

FG �= �BGV�1G� < V�1G�� and let F �= ⋃�FG/G ∈ 
� ∪ �X\�V1 <∞�f�. By
hypothesis, F is ξ-polar and therefore the set E �= �BF1 = 0� is absorbent,
X\F ⊃ E andX\E is also ξ-polar. HenceBGV�f1G� = V�f1G� onE for all f ∈
� �X� and G ∈ 
 . Consequently, the preceding equality holds on E for every
Ray open setG. We define the kernelW byWf �= BEVf SinceE is absorbent
we have Wf ≺ Vf for all bounded f ∈ � �X� and thus BGW�f1G� =W�f1G�
on X for every Ray open set G. We conclude that W is a natural excessive
kernel and V =Wξ-q.e. ✷

5. Hypothesis �B� of Hunt. Recall (cf. [25]) that the hypothesis �B� of
Hunt holds on F ∈ � if for every M ∈ �, M ⊂ F and each Ray open set G,
G ⊃M, we have BGBMs = BMs for all s ∈ �� .

Definition. If θ is a σ-finite measure on X and F ∈ �, we say that the
hypothesis �B� of Hunt with respect to θ holds on F if BGBMs = BMs θ-q.e.
for every s ∈ �� , M ∈ �, M ⊂ F and each Ray open set G, G ⊃M.

Lemma 5.1 (Chung [16]). Let µ be a finite measure on X charging no
semipolar set and let H, E ∈ �. Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(i) The measure µ ◦BH charges no semipolar subset of H\E.
(ii) For every Borel-measurable �or only Ray compact� subsetM ofH\E and

all s ∈ �� we have µ�BHBMs� = µ�BMs�.

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). Since for every M ∈ �, M ⊂ H\E and p ∈ �� , the
set �BMp < RMp� is a semipolar subset of M, we get µ ◦ BH�BMp� =
µ ◦ BH�RMp�. From BHs = RHs µ-a.e. for every s ∈ �� it follows that
BHf = RHf µ-a.e. for all f ∈ � �X�. Consequently, BHRMp = RHRMp
µ-a.e. and therefore

�µ ◦BH��BMp� = �µ ◦BH��RMp� = µ�BHRMp� = µ�RHRMp�
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Finally, by RHRMp = RMp for all p ∈ �� , we conclude that µ�BHBMp� =
µ�BMp�.

(ii) ⇒ (i). Let M be a finely closed subset of H\E which is totally thin.
By hypothesis and since BH�RMp0� = RHRMp0 = RMp0 µ-a.e., we get µ ◦
BH�BMp0� = µ ◦ BH�RMp0�. From M = �x ∈ X/BMp0�x� < RMp0�x�� we
conclude that µ ◦BH�M� = 0. ✷

Corollary 5.2. Let F ∈ � and let θ be a σ-finite measure on X. Then the
following assertions are equivalent:

(i) The hypothesis �B� of Hunt with respect to θ holds on F.
(ii) For every Ray compact subsetK ofF and s ∈ �� we have BGBKs = BKs

θ-q.e., whenever G is Ray open, G ⊃K.

Corollary 5.3. If ξ is an excessive measure on X and M ∈ �, then there
exists a semipolar set E ∈ � such that for all C ∈ �, C ⊂M\E and s ∈ �� we
have BMBCs = BCs ξ-q.e.

Proof. Let µ be a finite measure on X, charging no semipolar set and
having the same negligibile sets as ξ. We take E ∈ � such that µ ◦BM�E� =
sup�µ ◦ BM�K�/K ∈ � semipolar�. By Lemma 5.1, for all C ∈ �, C ⊂ M\E
and s ∈ �� we have BMBCs = BCs µ-a.e. or, equivalently, the equality holds
ξ-q.e. ✷

Theorem 5.4. Let θ be a σ-finite measure on X. Then there exists F ∈ �
such that X\F is semipolar and the hypothesis �B� of Hunt with respect to θ
holds on F.

Proof. We may assume that θ is finite. Let 
 be a countable base for the
Ray topology on X which is closed to finite union. By Corollary 5.3 applied
to ξ �= θ ◦ U, for every G ∈ 
 we find a semipolar set EG ∈ � such that
BGBMs = BMs θ-q.e. for all s ∈ �� and M ∈ �, M ⊂ G\EG. If we put
F �= X\⋃�EG/G ∈ 
�, then F ∈ � and X\F is semipolar. Let now M ∈ �,
M ⊂ F and G be a Ray open set, G ⊃M. If �Gn�n is an increasing sequence
in 
 such that

⋃
n Gn = G, then from BGnBM∩Gns = BM∩Gns θ-q.e. for all n

and s ∈ �� we conclude that BGBMs = BMs θ-q.e. ✷

Remarks. (i) There are examples of sub-Markovian resolvents for which
the hypothesis �B� of Hunt does not hold although it holds with respect to a
suitable excessive measure (see [16]).

(ii) If θ is a reference measure for the resolvent �, then there exists a
semipolar subset E of X such that the hypothesis �B� of Hunt holds on X\E
(see [14]).

Theorem 5.5. IfF ∈ � and θ is a σ-finite measure onX, then the following
statements are equivalent:

(i) The hypothesis �B� of Hunt with respect to θ holds on F.
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(ii) For each semiregular excessive kernel Ŵ on X with Ŵ�1X\F� = 0 there

exists a proper natural excessive kernel V on F such that V = Ŵ θ-q.e.

Proof. Let K be a Ray compact subset of F and let G be a Ray open
subset of X, G ⊃K.

(i)⇒ (ii). Letµ �= θ ◦Uα, where α > 0, and letW be a regular strongly super-
median kernel on X such that Ŵ�1X\F� = 0. If f ∈ � �X� is bounded and

Ŵ�f� is also bounded, then, byLemma5.1,wehaveµ�Ŵ�f1K�� = µ�W�f1K��=
µ�RGW�f1K�� = µ�RGŴ�f1K�� = µ�BGŴ�f1K��. We deduce that Ŵ�f1K� =
BKŴ�f1K� θ-q.e. and, by Proposition 4.4, assertion (ii) follows.

(ii) ⇒ (i). Since RKp0 is an upper semicontinuous strongly supermedian
function on X and RK�RKp0� = RKp0, then by Theorem 2.4 there exists a
regular strongly supermedian kernelW onX such thatW1 = RKp0 =W�1K�.
From BKp0 = Ŵ�1K� and, by hypothesis, we conclude that θ-q.e. we have
BGBKp0 = BGŴ�1K� = Ŵ�1K� = BKp0. ✷

Corollary 5.6. The following statements are equivalent for a set F ∈ �:

(i) The hypothesis �B� of Hunt holds on F.
(ii) Every semiregular excessive kernelW onXwithW�1X\F� = 0 is natural.

Remark. By Theorem 5.5, Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 3.3 it follows that
if the hypothesis �B� of Hunt with respect to ξ holds on X, then each semireg-
ular excessive kernel enjoys the following Motoo–Mokobodzki property: if s is
a regular strongly supermedian function such that ŝ ≺ Vf, where f ∈ � with
Vf bounded, then there exists g ∈ � , 0 ≤ g ≤ 1, such that ŝ = V�gf� ξ-q.e.
This improves a result of Azéma [2].

Theorem 5.7. Let ξ ∈ Exc and let F ∈ �. Then the following statements
are equivalent:

(i) The hypothesis �B� of Hunt with respect to ξ holds on F.
(ii) A subset M ∈ � of F is ξ-polar if and only if νξV�M� = 0 for each

semiregular ξ-natural excessive kernel on X.
(iii) Every σ-finite measure on F charging no ξ-polar set is the Revuz mea-

sure of a semiregular ξ-natural excessive kernel.

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) follows by Theorems 5.5 and 3.5(i).
(ii) ⇒ (iii) holds by Lemma 2.5 in [11], arguing as in the proof of

Theorem 3.5(ii).
(iii) ⇒ (i) follows by Theorem 5.5 and the uniqueness property given by

Theorem 3.2(ii). ✷

Theorem 5.8. If F ∈ �, then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) The hypothesis �B� of Hunt holds on F.
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(ii) If ξ ∈ Exc, then a subsetM of F, M ∈ �, will be ξ-polar if and only if
ν
ξ
V�M� = 0 for every semiregular natural excessive kernel V on X.
(iii) If ξ ∈ Exc, then every σ-finite measure µ on F charging no ξ-polar set

is the Revuz measure of a semiregular natural excessive kernel on X.

Proof. The assertion follows by Theorem 5.7, Corollary 5.6 and
Theorem 3.5. ✷

Remarks. (i) If the hypothesis �B� of Hunt holds onX, then every semireg-
ular excessive kernel on X is natural. From this fact it follows that Theorem
5.8 improves a result from [11], where each σ-finite measure charging no ξ-
polar set is represented as the Revuz measure of a proper natural excessive
kernel. This new representation enjoys, in addition, the uniqueness property.

(ii) Let ξ ∈ Exc be such that the hypothesis �B� of Hunt with respect to ξ
holds on X. Assume further that if two proper natural excessive kernels have
the same σ-finite Revuz measure (with respect to ξ), then they coincide ξ-q.e.
(Note that this last assumption is fulfilled under “weak duality hypotheses”;
see [11] and [24]). Then each proper natural excessive kernel is equal ξ-q.e. to a
semiregular excessive kernel. In particular, if hypothesis �L� of Meyer holds,
then every proper natural excessive kernel is semiregular. This statement
improves a result of Azéma [2], obtained under more restrictive assumptions.
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